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With the rapid development of society, the Internet has become the best
information circulation channels, based on the electronic commerce network
marketing began rapid development. The electronic commerce with its high efficiency,
rapidness, convenience, has become an important field of global informationization
and economic globalization. According to the present situation of the development of
domestic audition commodity category of e-commerce system is insufficient, in order
to set up the video dance electronic digital products copyright implementation and
focus on the design of audition for electronic commerce system based on .NET.
Firstly, this dissertation introduces the system background and significance of
topics, and the application and current situation of research on the subject are
introduced in detail, and describes the main contents of this paper Secondly, this paper
gives a detailed introduction to the system design and implementation of the related
key technologies, including three layer MVC technology architecture concept, B2C
e-commerce technology and UML system. Then using the UML unified modeling
language for system to complete the needs analysis, including analysis of system's
main business process analysis, case analysis and non functional requirements. In the
case analysis, the use of role analysis, use case diagram analysis and use case
description method. Thirdly, by analyzing the system demand, the system to complete
the detailed design, has carried on the system overall design and function module
design, the main design of the system architecture, system architecture and function
architecture topology, and to the system of commodity purchase, payment
management, shopping cart management 9 major sub functions are designed in detail.
The system is designed in the sequence diagram design of function and structure,
business logic function modules of every word. Database design is completed in the
conceptual design and logic design of database, and the system access control and pay
treasure interface design.
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